Creative Grandma

Stitch of the Week # 60

Twisted Single Crochet Stitch

Skill Level: Intermediate

Note: Use hook size one or two sizes larger then recommended on the yarn label.

Stitch pattern has no multiple, chain any number larger then 3.

To make a sample swatch, ch 10.

Row 1: Sc in 2\textsuperscript{nd} ch from hook, * insert hook into next ch, yo, pull through ch, pull up a loop twice the height as the loop on your hook, turn your hook from left to right in a full 360 degree circle, yo, pull through 2 lps on hook (twisted single crochet made)*, Repeat from * to * across to last ch, work a regular sc in last ch, turn.

Row 2: Ch 1, skip beg ch 1, sc in first sc, *insert hook above next slanted vertical bar on left side of next st going above vertical bar and under top 2 lps of next st, yo, pull through st, pull up a loop twice the height of the loop on your hook, turn your hook from left to right in a complete 360 degree circle, yo, pull through 2 lps on hook *, rep from * to * across to last sc, work a regular sc in last sc, turn.

Repeat Row 2 for pattern.

If you would like to watch the crochet tutorial visit youtube “Creative Grandma” Stitch of the Week videos.